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PANEL 1
Establishing shot. Wide. Apollo 11 taking off from Cape Canaveral. Its a beautiful
sunny Florida afternoon. (http://media.komonews.com/images/
090720_moon_landing_large_29.jpg)
1. CAPTAIN (V.O.)
After the Luna 2 showed the world that it was possible
a man-made object could get to Earth's grey satellite
in 1959, a race between the USA and the USSR
erupted.
2. CAPTAIN (V.O.)
Shamed and near bankruptcy, the Soviet leadership
was cast out. The Union was quickly gobbled up by
hungry democracies.
PANEL 2
Wide shot of the Sea of Tranquility with a sprawling moon base. It's a buzzing hive of
activity. (http://cdn.wallpapersafari.com/35/38/kV0FRJ.jpg)
3. CAPTAIN (V.O.)
By 1991 the first lunar colony was set up near
Armstrong's landing, aptly named Apollo. The colony
quickly grew when helium-3, a fuel alternative, was
found in abundance just under the top crust of the
lunar surface.
4. CAPTAIN (V.O.)
Meanwhile, the governments of the world had come
to impasse. To stay stagnant and let all the scientific
progress made disappear or stand united, share
resources, wealth and care; make all equal.
5. CAPTAIN (V.O.)
The decision was made. All those of good health, 18
or over, would be given free pass to colonise the Red
Planet.
PANEL 3
Wide shot. A massive spaceship is seen floating through space. (http://
www.igorstshirts.com/blog/conceptships/2012/john_liberto/john_06.jpg)
6. CAPTAIN (V.O.)
By 2006, the newly formed United Earth Government,
began the space migration programme. Our pioneers.
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Our future.
7. CAPTAIN (V.O.)
It was decided three years previously that a giant
covenant would take all civilians from an orbiting earth
station to begin the year long journey to our nearest
solar sibling.
PANEL 4
A wide shot of a bridge of a space ship with people all working around different
monitors. The most massive of monitors has a picture of Mars on the horizon.
(https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/39/f1/bf/
39f1bfd815a8fa8e1bf1841b0d2bebea.jpg)
7. CAPTAIN (V.O.)
We are almost there. The human race will continue.
We are almost home.

